March 26, 2010 Scouting Report – Snow, cold, then 70s?: March weather swings, Rhizoctonia
Yellow Patch , Crown hydration, Ice removal, and Keith spots a familiar weed
Chicago/Northern Illinois Update: Derek Settle - DSettle@cdga.org
Wowie...it snowed. As I have gotten older, crossed 40, I have developed a thing for snow again.
It turns out I like it just like a kid might. Last weekend we saw snow again and in Chicago fell
anywhere from an inch to 4 inches. It put a damper on Spring – but just for a day. By Sunday
the sun was again to be seen and we reached into the 40s with 60s by Tuesday.

Golf returned quickly. Last week, prior a snowstorm on Saturday, a few found sun-filled days
are hard to resist. Stark silhouettes of deciduous trees reminded us it was early. Settle 3-17-10
In a week, superintendents reported preparing for a new year was going good. Generally drier
conditions allowed burning of native areas, first mowing of both greens and fairways. As needed,
fertility has been employed at light rates to aid recovery from winter injury. Off-color Poa
annua greens remain a concern for some. North facing orientation the ‘akiles’ of greens in 2010.
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March...it’s all about ups and downs – temperature
If you didn’t like the recent snowstorm (I did), just be patient. Something special is about to
happen. We are to cross into the 70s by Wednesday. According to Skilling et al. it is something
weatherman watch for each Spring... the old ‘first 70 degree day’ statistic.
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Aurora CC (Aurora, IL - a west Chicago suburb)
47-degree swing heading Chicago's way By wgnweather March 24, 2010
“Talk about a temperature roller coaster; that's the head-spinning ups and downs in readings in
store for Chicago area residents in upcoming days. From Friday's forecast minimum of 23
degrees to Wednesday's projected high of 70, the area could experience a temperature surge of
47 degrees, but it won't be a steady ride - there will be ups and downs along the way.” Skilling

In 2009 our first 70 degree day was March 17. In 2010 our first 70s is forecast to be March 31st.
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Winter injury (abiotic environmental stress).
Oftentimes it is difficult to know exactly what combination of events cause winter injury. One
aspect is the wettest area of the green is often worst affected. For example, the front lip of this
green is most severely damaged. It suggests that crown hydration injury was the most likely
cause. The pattern would have occurred beneath ice/snow as the green began to melt. Why it is
important to remove as much snow accumulation whenever possible during winter. Methods
vary. Otherwise a considerable amount of surface drainage can result – frozen soil prevents
water infiltration. The fallout might just be turfgrass loss in a pattern following slope/gravity.

Injury affecting this USGA-constructed green is a pattern that is consistent with surface drainage.
The exact cause of injury is unknown, but crown hydration injury is suspected. Settle 3-23-10

Tools used for ice removal vary (left). Care must be taken, otherwise bruising may occur (right).
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Yellow patch, Rhizoctonia cerealis. Season of occurrence late winter, early spring and fall.
Our earliest Rhizoctonia disease with the common name of yellow patch can often be found with
a not-so-yellow in color. In March-April temperatures are conducive for its development when
soils are saturated (i.e. just following snow melt is ideal). The symptoms are sometimes almost
‘frog eye’ looking. The leading edge of an expanding patch produces a smoke ring of fungal
mycelium which then causes a greater level of blight on the outer edge compared to the interior.

Rhizoctonia Yellow Patch is often confused with another Rhizoctonia now known as Waitea.
Waitea is most common during May-June in Chicago and only affects Poa annua with bright
yellow ring symptoms. Yellow patch is also easily confused with snow molds. D. Settle 3-17-10
Cosmopolitan/everywhere. Inset Rhizoctonia Yellow Patch on a green, Idaho. H. Wetzel 3-19-10

Frog eye symptom
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Location, Location, Location. North facing golf course surfaces are troublesome. Winter
conditions last longer on them (e.g. snow cover). This makes interesting patterns of damage.

A north facing slope of a green suffers greater levels of gray snow mold injury. Extended snow
cover duration (60 days required). Dr. Dernoeden said “Take a picture of that.” Settle 3-15-10

North facing slope

Another north facing slope (to right) of a green with greater snow mold injury. Settle 3-17-10
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Keith Rincker, M.S. - KRincker@cdga.org
Turfgrass Research Manager and Website Coordinator
Spring seems to be progressing with both warm and cool fluctuations, snow and rain one day,
then 60’s just a couple days later. Our growing degree days have accumulated little by little as
we wait for the forsythia to bloom. This past week we accumulated a little less than the previous
week since we had a couple cold days. Nonetheless, we still gained about 70-100 growing
degree days (base 32). Chicago now sits at 218(North) – 262(South) which means that Cook and
surrounding counties just entered the target range of the Proxy/Primo model on GDDTracker.net.
The one exception is Lake
County which is a few
days behind as expected.
Central Illinois ranges
from 280 -320 and
Southern Illinois 360-420
growing degree days.
Derek
and
I
have
discussed the Proxy/Primo
model and sometimes
reaching the target seems
early to time applications.
However after thinking
about it more, it is
important to note that a
range is given for target.
While Chicago may have
just reached that range, we
may stay there for the next
two
weeks.
Ron
Calhoun’s research has
shown that the target range is from 200-500 GDD base 32. In 2004 and 2005 his research
showed best results timed at 309 or earlier. More of Ron’s models at application timing can be
found in the about section of GDDTracker at http://www.gddtracker.net/.
When I am in Central Illinois I am looking for the forsythia bloom but haven’t found it yet. I did
however see some color near the foundation of my house. Those dang dandelions! This plant is
near the foundation and surrounded by rocks that would keep warmer. This weed is a sign of
what is to come. I looked up the CDGA Turf Pest Calendar and found that I spotted dandelions
in Central IL on April 1st. Next week’s warm temperature just may bring out more yellow color
throughout the lawn. Yellow isn’t the only color coming out from the weeds. Little flowers of
blue have come from ground ivy aka creeping Charlie aka creeping Jenny.
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Another weed problem is timed to emerge in many lawns and golf course roughs in the weeks to
come. K. Rincker 3-23-10

Spring greenup ratings of a bentgrass green variety trial in collaboration with Ty McClellan,
USGA at Shoreacres in Lake Bluff. We documented subtle differences in color. Rincker 3-24-10
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IL Weather – Min/Max air temperatures (degrees F), and a wetter trend is occurring.
http://www.isws.illinois.edu/warm/mapdesc.asp

http://www.isws.illinois.edu/atmos/statecli/Climate_change/NE-IL-trends/rainfall.htm
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Do not try this at home. I am not the only one that enjoys snow. Last weekend a snowmobile
competition was held nearby in Wisconsin. How to put fresh snow to good use? Dinelli 3-20-10

A week of Spring blooms begin. Here a group of crocus appear beneath a tree. Settle 3-24-10
Thank you for your continued support and communication...
Derek, Keith, and Nick – The CDGA Turfgrass Program
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